Halo headlight wiring diagram

Installing halo projector headlights is fairly simple, but can take a few hours. This is just a
general guide for headlights and might vary from your particular set. For all of our headlights,
we always recommend professional installation. Just a few general tips - 1. Wear protective
gloves and goggles before working on your vehicle 2. An assistant is helpful when removing the
front bumper 3. Do not make direct contact when handling the bulbs or wire assembly until the
unit has cooled down. Also avoid any oils on the bulbs. Test the lights prior to installation Tools
and Supplies Required - 1. Diagonal Cutter 2. Ratchet 3. Extension 4. Socket and Combination
Wrench 5. Flat head and Philips Screwdriver Remove the front bumper 2. Remove the
connectors from the headlight assembly 3. Remove the five mounting bolts and harness clip,
then remove the headlight 4. Remove the bolt and the corner upper beam from the headlight 5.
You can also connect the black wire from Halo and LED wires together on the ground wire - of
the driving light. Be sure not to damage the resistor during installation. Replace the connectors
from the headlight 7. Install the mounting bolts and headlights 8. Install the front bumper
Installation is complete. Isn't there something about height regulation for those? From control
circuitry or sensors. I see this instructable as only generic headlight change tutorial. No offence
:. More by the author:. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Tinfoil Embossed
Artwork by cfb70 in Woodworking. Reply Upvote. When building a car, there are a lot of
decisions that need to be made, sometimes even before you turn a single nut. Is it going to be a
restomod, stock restoration, strip-only, Day Two machine, or somewhere in between? This
simple question should be answered before you start. For the most part, these builds use
different parts, but sometimes there are parts that can cover all of these, and even add a
modern touch without knowing it. We feel that having a classic muscle car is way cool, but
adding some modern conveniences makes it even better. Case in point: the headlights.
Typically, these chunks of glass don't get a second thought until they stop working. Today,
there are more options for headlights than ever before, from simple replacements to halogen
upgrades, crystal clear lenses, and so on. The newest option in frontal lightingâ€”and
something we are seeing more and more on new carsâ€”is halo-style headlamps. Halo
headlamps have a lighted ring or halo inside the unit that works as an unobtrusive daytime
running light. There are a few halo lights available, but their longevity and construction have
been suspect. These lights feature a glass lens that has all the diffusing lines of a more
traditional lamp, so they will look correct. Inside the sealed beam housing is a circular, lighted
ring that, once energized, will provide a smooth, consistent, and even illumination. When the
halos are not on, the headlamps look stock. The lights come ready to go, and all you will need
to do is provide the halos with a volt signal and a ground. Everything else plugs in as stock.
Simple, right? The lamps have a diffused glass not plastic face that covers a halo ring on the
inside perimeter. The Halos are pre-wired to a transformer and only require a volt and ground
signal to operate. No need for fancy relays or upgraded wiring. The head- light itself has a
halogen bulb and will plug right in to the factory sockets. As you can see, it gives off a nice
glow to the lamp and will give people one more reason to check out your ride. We ripped out the
factory lights in preparation for the new ones. This also allows you to remove the headlight
without disturbing the transformer once you have it all secured in the car. You can wire to a
keyed circuit for daytime running lamps, the parking lamp circuit so they come on with the
parking lamps, or a standalone circuit that runs off of a toggle in the interior. We decided the
parking lamp option was for us, so we found the brown wire in our harness, which is the factory
parking lamp wire. We think they look right at home compared to the crystal-clear lenses
competing halos have. These will really draw some attention and maybe even a few thumbs-up.
When we turn the headlights all the way on, the halos fade into the background as if they
weren't even there. It's definitely more than just parts store replacements, but those are a lot
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horsepower Chevelle back in Halo kits do not include new headlight or fog light assemblies.
However, we have full assemblies with pre-installed halos for many makes and models. Custom
lighting jobs are available. There are just far too many products to list on our website all the

time. Just contact us if you ever need to place a warranty claim. They have a foot range. The
dual-color LED halos come with a switch that allows you to change from color to color. Add a
dual-channel multifunction remote control to your purchase if you would like more functionality
than a simple switch. Are halo lights illegal? Can I use halos instead of my daytime running
lights DRLs? Yes, you can use halos instead of your DRLs, but check with your local authorities
before you install halos and disable your factory DRLs to make sure your setup is legal. You'll
also want to be aware of which colors are street legal for your area. In general, red and blue
lights are restricted for use by emergency vehicles. Check with your local custom car shops
first. An installation professional who is familiar with halos is ideal since they will take less time
to install them and charge you less! When it comes to the world of car culture and
modifications, the terms Demon Eye Headlights and Angel Eye Headlights are mentioned a lot.
As their difference in name suggests, they are two different kinds of headlights that create very
different looks and work differently with your car or truck. However, it may not always be clear
which is which and why you should choose one over the other for your vehicle. Demon Eye
headlights get their name from their solid color look. Unlike angel eyes, which create a ring of
light, demon eyes shine all the way through the headlights. Think pop culture's representation
of demons as having solid red eyes. Demon eye headlights are only available as kits - not full
assemblies. They are also only compatible with certain cars. If you are going to install demon
eyes, your vehicle must have projector headlights. Angel Eye headlights are another name for
halo headlights. Angel eyes first appeared in BMWs in The unique look quickly caught on and
spread like wildfire. They are available as both kits and custom full assemblies. You can select a
single color or color changing halo headlight option. You can even narrow it down even further
by picking one lighting technology over another. Since there are so many angel eye headlight
options available, it's important to narrow down the selection to make sure you get the right fit.
Unlike demon eyes, angel eye headlight kits and assemblies have to match your vehicle's make,
model, and year. After that, you can select according to your personal preference for color
options, brand, and price point. What's your price range? Are you planning on installing the
headlights yourself? Which color option should you choose - don't forget, some colors aren't
street legal. When it comes to headlight modifications, there is a big range for pricing. Demon
eye kits rank in at the lowest prices. These kits are easy to install and require fewer parts and
pieces. Halo or angel eye headlights are higher in price point, but they also have the more
desired look. If you just have to have that angel eye look, but are on a budget, go for a halo
headlight kit. If you prefer something with an easier installation and want to get the best for your
vehicle, head for the full assemblies. These custom orders arrive to you with the angel eye
headlights already installed. All you will need to do is install the assemblies - or have someone
install them for you. To accommodate the high demand for their products, they offer a huge
range of fog lights, wheel lights, and single color and color changing halo headlights. Finding
the perfect angel eye headlights will require a bit more detective work. After that, select by color
option and lighting type. Now they have access to even more experience and resources to
provide top notch products. This LED demon eye kit is a plug and play product - easy to install
and including all the wires and parts you need. Profile Prism lighting and effects are controlled
by your choice of two remotes. With the bluetooth enabled Morimoto XBT remote, program and
control color changing and lighting effects. Demon eye kits and Angel eye kits are available in
different lighting technologies. LED , or light-emitting diode, lights show up and draw stares
during the day or night and last for 60, hours of use. Plasma halo kits are known for giving off
an even glow and will stand up to , hours of use. When selecting your demon eye or halo eye
headlight kit or assemblies, remember that not all colors are street legal , with colors, like blue,
reserved for emergency and law enforcement vehicles. If you plan on activating your demon or
angel lights while you're driving on the road, remember that some states have further
restrictions. Make sure to check out the rules for your location before buying. If you break the
law, you will be pulled over and stuck with a traffic ticket. If you select red or blue headlights,
make sure you only turn them on for car shows and enjoyment off the road. Here at NFC
Performance, we frequently get questions about the differences between the types of halo
headlights available. When searching for the perfect halos for your vehicle, you will not only
have to consider which lighting technology you want, but which lighting technologies are
manufactured for your make, model, and year. Their top-quality designs and construction have
allowed them to back their halo kits by excellent manufacturer's warranties. Don't make the
mistake of choosing a knock-off brand and having to replace them a year later. Depending on
your vehicle, each of these technologies may also be available in a wide range of colors. CCFL
cold cathode fluorescent lamp is the oldest of the halo lighting technologies. Each ring was
made from a small, high-quality fluorescent tube built to last through 50, hours of continuous
use. These rings are also slightly more durable than CCFL halos and are built to last for 60,

hours of continuous use. In reality, all three lighting technologies are going to outlive your car.
Think about it One trait of note, which may or may not matter to you, is that you can see
individual lights on LED rings. Other products that employ LED lighting include demon eye
headlights. While they are only compatible with cars equipped with projector headlights ,
besides that requirement, demon eye kits are universal fitment products that work with any
make and model. Demon eyes are also more inexpensive than halo kits, so if you're on a budget
and like the idea of a color-changing, solid headlight look, go for a demon eye kit. If you are
looking for a single-color halo, choose plasma halo rings! You'll love being able to see them
anytime you want as well as the additional durability, with a life of , hours of continuous use.
There are three things to consider when selecting Plasma rings. They also come in a limited
number of colors, and do not have color changing capability. Currently plasma rings are
available in white, red, green, blue, or amber. Luckily, those are among the most popular colors
for our customers. We look forward to hooking you up! The required tools are minimal, the time
for installations vary, but can usually be done from start to finish in a few hours, and the
hardest part usually involves being patient to see your halos in action. Let's just make sure of
something first. Did you bench test your halos when you opened the box like we told you to? If
you did, excellent! Connect the wires to a 12v power source and make sure your halos light up.
Have you checked your state laws about owning and using these incredibly bright lights yet?
When driving, colors like red and blue are reserved for first responder vehicles only, by law.
Other colors vary in legality by state. Read on to learn more about the types of tools you may
need. While the halo headlight installation process is generally the same from kit to kit,
depending on your vehicle and the type of kit you have chosen, you may need different tools.
Take a look at the instructions that came with your halo headlight kit to get an idea of which
tools you may need. There are a few different ways that you can install your halos, depending
on your type of vehicle. Every make is different, every model is different, and every mechanic is
different. If you're new to hands-on headlight surgery, give yourself some grace time and realize
that it could take you a little longer than you expect. By now, you're probably ready to get going,
so we'll let the experts in the videos below walk you through the rest. Then when you've
completed these halo headlight installation instructions, go out and enjoy your vehicle's new
look! If you're looking for information about brand new Jeep halo lights , you've come to the
right place. Our Jeep halo light collection, particularly Jeep Wrangler halo headlights, are some
of our top sellers, and we want to make sure that you're fully informed before you buy. We
source our halo products from the best manufacturers in the business, and we list them at
amazing prices. Read on to learn all about halo lighting technology, choosing your Jeep halo
lights, halo installation, and more. Your first step in picking out your Jeep halo lights will be to
go to your make and model page to see what's available to you. You can do this by clicking in
the orange bar in the header and making your selections. Both of these lighting types offer you
different advantages , so if you're not already familiar with the benefits of each , you'll want to
read up first. Neither of these lighting types was used in the original halo ring. Halo rings have
come a long way since they first started, and CCFLs are no longer available, having been retired
when newer and better lighting types came into play. LEDs have distinct advantages over CCFL
rings, including remote controllability and programmable color changing and lighting effects.
This unique color changing ability, that only LED halos are capable of, comes from their make
up of multiple small bulbs ringed together to emit one beam. Because each bulb lights up
individually along the halo ring, it is possible to see the spaces in between the bulbs. This
means that the beam is not smooth, like classic halo beams. Instead, the beam is fractioned.
LEDs are not the most recent halo lighting technology. Plasmas came next. While they are not
able to change colors, these angel eye rings are still remote controllable and last even longer
than both LED rings and CCFL rings at , hours. What some would consider their greatest
advantage is their appearance. Plasma halo rings give off the same kind of even and smooth
glow that CCFLs did, resurrecting the classic look that would otherwise have disappeared with
the retirement of CCFLs. Whichever lighting type you choose, your Jeep halo lights will be easy
to control and ultra bright. These lighting technologies are also used in other products. And
halo headlight and fog light rings are not your only lighting options for your Jeep. If you're even
remotely familiar with the auto lighting industry, you've most likely heard of at least one of
these top brand names. That didn't stop them from growing at an incredible pace. As their name
suggests, this company specializes in LED products. This company makes halo headlight rings
for a huge range of makes, models, and years, offering single color LED and Plasma rings and
color changing halo rings with their colorSHIFT technology. We offer you the choice of a halo
kit or halo assemblies for just about every Jeep model, with the Compass being the exception. If
your Jeep's model is one of the others, then you'll need to weigh your options and decide if you
want to choose a Jeep halo light kit or full assemblies. Halo kits have two big benefits, with the

first being that they are cost effective. Kits are significantly cheaper than pre-assembled
products. When you receive your kit, you will need to open your assemblies and install the
rings. While this process isn't as difficult as it may sound, you'll still need to put in some of your
own time and effort or find a local mechanic or mod shop and pay them to do it for you. Kits
also ship out quickly. After your order for a Jeep halo light kit has gone to processing, it will
typically take about business days before your order ships out and you get your tracking
information. If you order a pre-assembled Jeep halo light product , while it will arrive to you with
the halo rings already installed, you'll need to put in a little more effort ahead of time.
Pre-assembled products are custom orders that require you to send in a photo of your vehicle
so we can ensure that the assemblies you get will be a perfect fit for your Jeep. Once you have
received them and tested them out, the rest is easy! The largest difference between assemblies
and kits is that assemblies have a higher price point. Take a look at which products are
available to you and decide which format will be preferable to you. As you've already read, we
source our Jeep halo light products from the best manufacturers , and we cover six different
Jeep models. If the reputation of our products and the excellent warranties backing them
haven't convinced you to buy from us, consider these three additional reasons:. Now that you
know all the benefits of shopping with us and once you have selected your lighting type and
halo format, there are still a couple more decisions to make before you go to check out: your
Jeep halo lights color option and remote control. As you already know, Plasma halo rings are
not capable of changing colors, so if you've selected a Plasma Jeep halo light kit, you'll be
choosing one of four colors: white, red, green, or blue. If you opt for a single color LED kit,
you'll choose from five or six colors, depending on your Jeep's make. Whether you go for a
single color or color changing option, think about the laws in your area ahead of time. It is
against the law to turn on your red or blue halos while driving on the road, because these colors
are reserved for emergency vehicles only. Laws can vary, so make sure you double check. If
you already have a compatible remote control, you might not need to purchase another one
depending on whether your remote is single channel or dual channel. Once you have everything
you want and need in your cart, go to checkout and finalize your order. You will need to inspect
and bench test your Jeep halo lights within 24 hours of receiving them. First, open the
packaging and take a look at your product. Do you see any damage that happened during
shipping? Are there any other problems? If there is something wrong with your halos, contact
us at NFC Performance as soon as possible. If everything is visibly fine, you will still need to
test out the product by running a bench test - don't procrastinate. Again, if you hook up your
halos and they aren't working properly, you must notify us immediately. You should also make
sure to hold onto the damaged product and the packaging - don't throw anything away. Once
you're sure your halos are in perfect wor
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king condition, it's time to install them. If you chose assemblies instead of a kit or if you're
having someone install your kit for you, congratulations - you can skip this step. If you did opt
for a kit and you've never installed a set of halos before, the process may not be as difficult as
you'd think. The kit will arrive to you with a complete set of instructions that you can follow. All
the wires you need will arrive with your halo rings. You will need some tools and basic
knowledge of how to use them. Now that you've got your Jeep halo lights properly installed, it's
time to take them out and show them off. Share photos of your brand new halos with us on
Facebook! See Details. Do these halos come with a warranty? Should I add a remote to my
purchase? How will I switch colors on the dual-color halos? Some kits are universal and can be
used on virtually any vehicle. Where can I get halos installed? Free Shipping to mainland USA.
Call Us Toll-Free Added to your cart:. Cart subtotal.

